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The Economic Evolution towards the Networked Society

- **Data**
  - Product
  - Competition
  - 50’s – 70’s

- **Information**
  - Solution
  - Cooperation
  - 70’s – 90’s

- **Knowledge**
  - Innovation
  - Collaboration
  - 90’s – 2000’s

- **Ubiquitous**
  - Ecosystems
  - Coopetition
  - Today?
ICT for Business Ecosystems

The Digital Divide and ICT Infrastructure
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Looking for the effects

• From producer to the user side
• Levels: firm, industry, aggregate
• From individual production factors to total factor-productivity
• From static to dynamic: processes over time
• Complementary/enabling factors
Crucial determinants

- Regulation - competition
- Human capital: from quantity of education to quality, learning, use of skills, learning
- Research, innovation, linkages
- Organisational change
- Entrepreneurship, risk-taking
Investment in education in relation to GDP 2001

Exchange of tertiary level students, 2000

Note: Luxembourg and Greece are not included in the EU aggregate. Brunei, Singapore and Vietnam are not included in the A.ASEM aggregate.
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Social trust ranking
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Cluster dynamics and linkages: cooperation and competition
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Abandoning the linear model

Increased intensity in linkages through ICT
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Lack of seed funding
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High-tech venture capital as a percentage of total venture capital investment, 2000-2003
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Female and male entrepreneurial activity
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